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ABSTRACT 

It is shown' how some amount, of nondetenninism can be enforced via 

line,ar time temporal logic. This is achieved through extending .thepotionof, 
•• .~ • • • . ' " • • ' .' ';'. '. 4 1. '. 

specification l11ther ,tllan.,changing the logic" i.e.,. no recourse is taken to bran.ch-. 
. ., .•• ,' .' • . ' _. t ,'._ • 

ing time. The ~aunent is compared, Poth in jntent and with re§pect to realiza~ 
;.. t • .... " ',.: • ",'. ~', '.,. ,...... ,,;.L, 1., ,'.1 , :, .... '" " 

'l,tion t~ a simil~ ~pl?roac~ ~ing predicate transf~IlI1:ers. ';' ;,,';,: " 

L ,Introduction' 

A specification describes requirements which further developments or implementati9ns mu~t 
;':. .'. . ;" :': ... .' ~.~C'. ~;' .. "L~.4l':·~':.1 _'" ,,' ,-. :. !"." .' 

fulfill In order to satisfy it. Usuany~ many decisions are deliberat~y left open to be filled In at 
. '. 'i' ~;"j": I ! r t· • n ,;, I ' • '.' ,-:.~ ." • '., • ';.. ' '.': ' ..... !: .",: -', ',. " 

later stages. 'Consequeridy; specifiCations usually contain nondetermini'sm which will, perhaps 
ociy in'part,'be resolvediatei'. " , " ..., " ','," 
: .>. ~ c.' ? : l ' .. '". ,.~', i' r , • " ~ ", 

for ,ex~pl~, if Pl'C?duction of~i!l1~r of the actions a,b,~ or d wi~ls.!l~sfy the ,u~r,a, co~-

pone!!t, S might. for ,the mom~nt using witho,ut further explanation an intuitively obvious nota-
. ..' . '.'j • " , .,.', ~ ,- ; 

tion. be specified by 

S sat a V b V c V d. 
.,' ';.! • ,';'l ~ 

The customary interpretation of such a specification is to allow S to be implemented by any 

procc!ls.of ,WhiCh. the output ~s in the, se~ {a,b, c ,d 1.., For i~ran~, ,by a prpcess ll, ~1,llcl;1 
: ' " ,. , ' .. ," ". ". " ' . '.' - "', ,".. ~~."., ~ - ~ . 

al~a~s.~rod~f.t;.s ~. when ~c~~at~, but' also by rL:li., which prodl19C~'~i'th~r an a O! a c upon 
different activations. 
;. ..' 

This kind of nondetenninism, say allowed nondelerminism, is not required of the implementa

tion at all and only leaves some freedom to the implementor due to. deliberate, vagueness in 

the specification. 
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A completely different kind of nondetenninism, say required nondetenninism is the nondeter

minism which the implementation should possess. 

For example, a random number generator should not always generate the same number when 

activated. Yet a specificati~n like 

S sat x :=x'(x' E IV), 

interpreted similarly as above as containing allowed nondeteI'minism, does not guarantee' this; 

AD implementation which always assigns, say, 5 to x would perfectly. satisfy this specification. 

Usually, specification methods make use of the first kind of notldeterminism to allow general 

specifications; 'but 'cannot' handle the second kind. Branching time temporal logic, wruch 

describes behaviour as sets of trees is one of the few exceptions. Linear time temporal logic, 

describing behaviour as ,sets of sequences does" in its usual fonn, not have this expressive abil

ity. There are, howev~r, many different cons,iderations which at present leave the debate as to 

which of the two is the (~ost suitable, wide open. 

We will present and ~is.cuss a way to enable in the context of linear time temporal logic 

specification of a modest amount of rec:iuired nondetenninism. The idea is to limit the extent to 

which the 'allowoo nondetenninism' maybe 'resolve<I,' by' additio~3iiy specifying a lower 'bound. 

This enforces 'iniplementations to possess a degree of nondeterminism between the bounds set 

by the required and the allowed nondelenninism . 
. " ." 

for, the above examples such lower' bounds might be, respectively, a V c and 
. , '. - . 

x :=x'(x' E (1, ... ,IOO)). 

In section 2 we briefly. discuss the (only).approach similar to ours we know of, namely [Fr77]. 

This is carried out in the context of predicate transfonners and safety properties, but it will be 
k". ,.:' '"".:,' ,! 

seen Ll-tat a more general idea" underlies his approach. In section 3 we show how this can be 
used for linear time temporal logic specifications. The interaction with development is dis

cussed in the next section. In section 5 ,a brief look is taken at the situation for branching time 

temporal logic. The last section contains some discussion. 
, • .' :' ~ •••.• ,,'.'. .... .'4"' • 

2. A precursor: required non determinism and predicate transformers 

In [Fr77], Francez addresses specifying required nondeterminism using predicate transformers. 

____ W----"c 19~Jc. at·th~'e~~pl~givcn above:.'s sqL~.:-:LilY. cy d ~ith ~e ~xt~ ~ITI l0_~Q.ecify some 
required, nondeterniinism. 

Let the specification of S be given as (~) S ('V). 

IIi the' usual weakest precoIidition appttiach, oilly' consideririg allowed nondetenninism,' tfiis 
" I: 



means that S has to satisfy 

(i) C\>::;.wp(S .'1') where, in this example. 

C\> = true 

'I'=avbvcVd. 
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This only' gives an upper bound to the allowed nondetennlnistic behaviour of S and allows 

implementations like. e.g .• S = b.. 

The idea in [Fr77] now is. to enforce 'I' as a lower bound on required nondetenninism as well. 

again using weakest preconditions. The extra part of the satisfaction notion is. that S should 
also satisfy . ' .. 

(ii) 'V'If*:f:. '1'[('1'*::;. '1') ::;."" (lj>=>wp(S .'1'*))]. 
where again in this ~xaIllPle 
C\>=true 

'I'=aVbVcVd .. 

It can be easily seen. that together these requirements limit the implementations to 

a V b Y c V d only. 

In this example. lower and upper- bound coincide .. The words lower and upper suggest. 

although [Fr77] does not claim this,noncoinciding bounds. allowing a range ,of implementa

tions in between them. This might. for instance, be denoted by 

{~} S {'I',~}, whe~'iiis,the upper 

and 3ll the lower bound. 

Intuitively, expressed in teoos of an obvious semantics of i/o pairs, the lower tupper bound 

approach, in our view, aims ~t achieving the following kimt of constraints. 

Let <i ,a> denote: on any input, produce a. Take as lower and upper bound requirements 
~speCtively . .,,' "'. ,',:, "";'~ , 

'I'=aYbVcYd 

~= a Y c. 

Then the desired constraint on S would be 

,{<i,a>,<i,c>} ~ [S] ~ {<i,a>,<i,b>.<i,c>,<i,d>}, 

i.e.; allowing the implementations rL:Lc., a Y b Y c. aye y d and a Y b V c Yd. 

Unfoitunately.using (ii) with 3ll as 'II does not give the desired result. Namely (ii) now is of 

the fonn 
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Consider the implementation S = 12. As S produces only b, S does not satisfy wp (S ,a V c), 

which will remain the case if a " c is strengthened. So S is, contrary to the intuition, allowed 

as an implementation of {4>} S {'II,~}. Hence, the approach in [Fr77] is limited to coinciding 

lower and upper bounds. 

ill' the' next section, the lower/upper bound approach will be adapted to linear time temporal 

logic specifications and extended to enable the use of lower and upper ~unds that do not coin

cide. ' 

3. Enforcing required nondeterminisrn in linear time temporal logic 

In linear time temporal logic (LTL) we take bOth the specification; 'If, arid the seinantics, [s], 
of an implementation S to be an L TL foirnula:Such a formUla in tum can be interpreted as 

characterizing a set of (stllte~ sequ~!lces. nllIl1elythose for which it is true. 

The customary satisfaction relation when considering only allowed nondetenninism is then 

straightforward: 

S sat 'II~ [S] ~ 'II. 

Intuitively this ,means that the set of sequences that can ,be generated by S is included in the 

set allowed by 4>. It is clear that any less nondetenninistic implementation S', meaning-that me 

set of sequences it can generate is s~al1cr, which in, tum means ,that [S'].~ [S], sa~sfies ,'II 
as well. So the implication makes it impossible to specify,required-,.faimess. Establishing 'a 

lower bound is the solution and, in the L TL framework, can be easily incorporated in a manner 

reflecting the intuitive set inclusion as mentioned in the previous section. 

Define 

The specification of the example, in th~ fonnal notation as used in [BKP84], i.e. assuming 

sequen~es to have'labels iriclicating' envirOnment (E) steps and component (II) steps, then 
". - -~ 

becomes: 

where 

:lj[ = E u(11/\ (a V c»,C/in, 

(Which inJorinally' states: 

starting with environment steps E, 

eventually a component step occurs which produces a or C , 



after which the component stops.) 

and . 

'V=E U(TI/\(a Y by c Y d»Cjin. 

Remarks-' 
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(i) An alternative way Lo enable specifying required nondetenninism may seem to change the 

implication to equivalence (this, in fact, is the situation in [Fr77]): 

P sat 'V~ [p] = "'. 

This indeed ful~s the aim, but does not possess the lower and upper bound flexibility. 

Consequently, extra allowed nondctenninism can now only be obtained by explicitly list

ing the ~owed alternatives, e.g., via exclusive or notation: 

S sat 'VI ED 'V2 e " 'ED "',. ~ 

S sat '1'1 ED S ~a!'I'2 ED ... ED S sat '1',.. 

,> I, 

This is unfortunate, as usu~y. wi1,en giving a spec.ficati9n one only has a rough. idea . .. - '-'" '.' . .. . ' .. , - . . ' .. " 

about what one wants to allow, but certainly not a full grasp of all possible alternatives. 

Furthermore, if infinitely many alternatives for implementation exist, as in the case of the 

random number. generator example, it is not possible to list all of these unless infinite ED 
- . 

is allowed. In that case, although the first objection remains, both extensions are 

equivalent. 

(ii) In, e.g., [Pn851 -a strong notio~ of.~xpres~i~ityis <Jefmed for specification'methOds: A 

'.- meth~dis expressi~e ~ forallS th~re is a'~tl<U'acte~stic sPccificatio~, specc su~hthat: 
. (i) For all S:,S' satspec

c 
~([s] = [S~])," " . . .. , . .... ."-

(ii) For all spec, S sat spec.;::;. (specc ::::> spec) 

This property us~ally does not hold; it is obtained for [BKP84] when extended as above. 

4. Development 

One pan of development is concerned with decomposition into subspecifications. The exten

sion of the notion of specification is such, that adapting of this part of existing methods is 

straightforward. 
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For instance, a compositional specification method dealing with required nondeterminism can 
be obtained by using an existing one like described in [BKP84] and just redefining the notion 
of specification as above and adapting the proof rules as follows. 

For ~e decomposition part, the essential rules are those concerned with syntactical combina
tors, e.g., sequential and parallel composition, enabling to derive properties of components 
from properties of their syntactic subcomponents. These rules reflect the semantics of such 
~~r~tors and are of the fonn 

S 1 sat "'1 
.S2 sat "'2 

where C is a syntactical combinator on components and C' the corresponding syntactical com~ 
binator on specifications. 

The translation then is 

S I- sat ~I';'" 1.> _ 
S 2 ~at <~I!2,W2> 

A concrete example, for sequential composition, using the temPoral logic operator C (chop) is 
- ~-

~ , . 

S 1 sgt <:W:\t'" 1> 

_$2 sat <;:~''''2> 

Another part of development is concerned with extending the requirements on the behaviour. 
In the context of L'i'Lthis -Intuitively means further narrowing down the sets of sequences 
allowed by the specification. In the :w:::;. [s] ::;. '" framework, this amounts to weakening (!) 

:w: and strengtheriing ",. This givesrlse to 'the following ruIe:' " ' , 

S sat <m.,$> 
• • ., ! ~., 

:w:::;.m. 

S sat ~,~ 

~g~~ ~~ng _to the prevj9~sly -,-~se~x~ple,_ thi~ me~ th_at i~ c~_~ deriyed th~t ~!Il_: --' __ . ___ _ 
-----'=-

S sat <a Y c'V d,a Y c Y d> 
.,., ,... ...... ..,. 'r' ~ ... ... • 

- - .. '. .~ 

it follows that 
-, . 

" 
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S sat <a Y C ,a V b V C Y d> 

This corresponds to the irituition, as the first specification only allows the implementation 

S = a V c y d. This is. as' has been seen previously, orie of the various implementations 

allowed by the'Second speCification. 

Remark 

There is a rather subtle problem in the treatment of required nondeterminism in development. 

Of variables about which at a certain stage in the dcvelopment nothing has yet been decided, 

usually 'nothing is required, i.e.,' aW sequeftces 'are allowed as regards their values. 
., . ~. . .. \' l • .. 

However, if ~othing ~s required i~ ~. ~t:'<>u~such a v~~able •. this should rc~ain so ~u~ng 
further developmel!t, because, as seen from the I'IllCS, ~ may only be weaf(ened. Intuitively, as 

. ~., "., • . , ."' _: . "", , '.' -. ',: .' . I '" .~" \ :'. ".. , 

seen from the example, if straightforward strengthening of already mentioned v~rial>les is 
~ . ' ... I ..' ; \ - .;.; ; . .' 'i i . .' . <' '. .' • '. _ , ........ 

involved, th~re is ~oproblem, because required nondctermihism for this varii\ple was explicitly 
'. .", . ; ,'. '1. .. ' -. ". ""_ 

stated. 

For the decomposition case there is a p~blem" as one would like, but cannot, formulate that 

for as yet unusea ~'ariables'n~ lower bound is yet 'established. A'posSible solution 'for this case 
.. ) ~ \.: ........ , .. '\"!';.' .•.•.. '~"-, " ~ , .... ',") , ,.,: .',": ~"' ,'", {' ~'~ ,1',,"",,' "';\ 'i~' 

is to argue that a decomposition step causes a lower level of abstraction to be used.' New vari-

ables added to theinterfa~e can be viewed as vi~ible only to the subcomponents. 

RequirementS, esPeCially requh-ed nondeterminism, pertaining to these . v aii abies can tlieri alSo' 
be seen as limited to this level only. 

The problem then 'disappears, as Yl on a higher level of specification cannot impose' requireG 

ments on these variables. This approach may· be fonnalized by introducing ail expliCit interrace 

for each level of specification. (See, e.g., [BK83];) 
'-,,1 

5. Branching time temporal logic 

In branching time temporal logic (BTL), the fonnulae are interpreted not as characterizing sets 

of sequences,' but sets of trees. 

It is then obvious,. that because sets of such trees are involved, a completely analogous treat

ment as for the LTL case is, in principle. possible. Whether this is desirable depends on one's 

view about which objects are more natural asbchaviour 9f programs in certain circumstances. 

Consider, for example, required nondeterminism, say a Y b. If one feels, that only a set con

taining at least a sequence with a and one with b on it is a correct representation of this 

requirement, then a similar extenSion as to L TL is needed for BTL. The reason is, that 

although sequences canbc viewed as trecs, when required nondeterminism is imposed via sets 

of these, the same problems with resolving allowed nondetenninism too far as in LTL apply to 

BTL. If however, one allows this to be expressed via the requirement that each tree has at 
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least a branch with a and one with b on it, standard BTL is expressive enough already. 

As yet, apart from many other arguments about which of these basic varieties is the most suit

able (or when), about this particular choice there seems 19 be no consensus. For more informa

tion on BTL, see, e.g., [EL85]. 

6. Discussion 

We . presented ~ way to enforce, some, amount ofreq~ired nqndeterminism via L TL 

specifications. ,I~. is sometimes argued that specifying required nondeterminism is meaningless, 

as no test will be able to falsify a claim like. e.g., :JU: = a Vb. The idea is. that even after 

repeated testing with consistently result a, b might st!ll occ_ur at ,some future test _ 
. . . .'.... .. " '. " -, .. '-,." - :f.~; ~.- -~7"'" - '" C/'" ' .: '; . ,'.. .'. " , 

One remark here is, that exactly the same argumentation applies to fairness requirements like: 
" ~., :~i ':~' 1(~" " .. ,:', ",.;" 

eventually b will occur. This concept however now seems quite wcl1 accepted. 

MOre di~ect counter arguments are th~ following: 
. I :.' '.' ",;" .. ' j' I . .' ~.,.,;. '. .... ... ~; ...... 'li, ; t'-~';j,:i I·~.< ' .• (', 

(i) When de~igning ~ ,sy~tem .. it, is natural that initially some properties are underdefined. 

During development these may be strengthened to falsifiable ones, which is certainly the 

.only way in whic~,tl1~y c~,~. ~~~,~me!1~~' ,.".,' ;, ,ii" ,';. "':.:: '.:.,;~.:. .;,JI: ;~~U'f:' 
(ii) An imple,mentation wiU come. together with a proof that its specification is met, so testing 

is not required. 

A fortunate consequence of the fact that the extension made to the notion of specification, 

retains the interpretation as a pure L TL formula and does not alter the logic is, that existing 

decision procedures (see, e.g., [G083]) can still be used. 

An open problem is, whether existing devices that contain nondeterminism, like random 

number generators. will satisfy abstract specifications of this propeny, Furthermore, if this is 

the case, how can this be proven? The link between the formulation of the practical and the 

theoretical properties seems not obvious. 
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